The Internet of Things (IoT) is rapidly evolving based on low-power compliant protocol standards that extend the Internet into the embedded world. Pioneering implementations have proven it is feasible to inter-network very constrained devices, but had to rely on peculiar cross-layered designs and offer a minimalistic set of features. In the long run, however, professional use and massive deployment of IoT devices require full-featured, cleanly composed, and flexible network stacks. This paper introduces the networking architecture that turns RIOT into a powerful IoT system, to enable low-power wireless scenarios. RIOT networking offers (i) a modular architecture with generic interfaces for plugging in drivers, protocols, or entire stacks, (ii) support for multiple heterogeneous interfaces and stacks that can concurrently operate, and (iii) GNRC, its cleanly layered, recursively composed default network stack. We contribute an in-depth analysis of the communication performance and resource efficiency of RIOT, both on a micro-benchmarking level as well as by comparing IoT communication across different platforms. Our findings show that, though it is based on significantly different design tradeoffs, the networking subsystem of RIOT achieves a performance equivalent to that of Contiki and TinyOS, the two operating systems which pioneered IoT software platforms.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet is constantly evolving. While Internet mobility was proposed and developed 15 years ago [25, 28] , followed by a decade of massive deployment for Internet connected mobiles, we are now facing a strong momentum towards inter-networking the world of small embedded devices. It is the vision of the Internet of Things (IoT) [5] to connect the physical world by means of sensors and Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). , , © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s).
actuators, thereby enabling entirely new services and drastic efficiency improvements for industry, consumers, and the common public environment.
The initial mobile revolution was grounded on smartphones and handhelds, smartTVs and other single-board computers such as the RasberryPi. These machines have enough resources to run common operating systems such iOS, Linux, BSD, Windows, or their derivatives (e.g., OpenWRT, Android, or uClinux), and use traditional network stacks to run IP protocols over Wi-Fi or Ethernet.
The embedded, low-end IoT [9] consists of sensors, actuators, and various ultra-cheap communication modules, which have orders of magnitude less resources: kBytes of memory, MHz CPU speed, mW of power, and these limitations are expected to last [26, 32] . Due to the lack of resources, low-end IoT devices cannot run conventional operating systems, and instead use IoT operating systems [18] such as Contiki [15] or RIOT [6] . Equally important from the network perspective, low-end IoT devices typically communicate via low-power radio (e.g., IEEE 802.15.4, Bluetooth LE, lpWAN). Compared to WiFi or Ethernet, low-power radios impose a variety of constraints which led to the standardization of new protocol elements. Perhaps the most prominent example is the 6LoWPAN stack [31] , based on IPv6 and an adaptation layer to low power lossy networks, while retaining interoperability with the core Internet.
In this paper, we take a system perspective on small, embedded devices and discuss viable options and limitations of how to turn them into first class Internet citizens. We report on the design and integration of a high-level networking architecture including a full-featured, layered network stack in RIOT that remains competitive with monolithically optimized approaches. In detail, the contributions of this paper read:
(1) We present an IoT subsystem built of clean layers around well-abstracted APIs that enable full-featured networking for all available drivers including IEEE 802.15.4, Ethernet, LoRa, CAN. Conversely, drivers or upper protocol layers can be seamlessly augmented by new networking functions such as ICN or SDN. (2) This networking subsystem is shown to simultaneously operate on multiple, heterogeneous transceivers. Hence it enables 1 technology handovers and routing between varying access links. (3) We present GNRC, the default network stack in RIOT, which takes full advantage of the multi-threading model supported by RIOT to foster a clean protocol separation via well-defined interfaces and IPC. (4) We evaluate GNRC on real hardware and compare it with lwIP and emb6, two prominent IoT network stacks. We show that GNRC provides comparable performance, while allowing higher configurability and easier updates of parts of the stack. Our evaluation provides a benchmark for non-trivial scenarios with multi-threading on low-end IoT devices. (5) We compare GNRC with a network stack for a future, informationcentric network (ICN), both implemented in our proposed networking subsystem. We identify performance aspects that inherently follow from the chosen network architecture. (6) We make our source code publicly available, to improve IoT deployment and reproducibility of our experiments.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present background, requirements, and related work for IoT network stacks. We introduce the RIOT networking subsystem and its default network stack as well as 3rd party stacks, in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively. In Section 5, we present our performance evaluation. We conclude in Section 6.
THE NEED FOR A FULL-FEATURED EMBEDDED INTERNET, REVIEWING RELATED WORK
As the complexity of software for embedded devices has increased over the last decade, it has become state-of-the-art to use operating systems even on memory and CPU constrained machines. The network subsystem is a key component for building the Internet of Things. A full-featured stack allows for a complete implementation of all protocol specifications per design. Throughout this paper, we assume that the network stack is built atop an OS that provides the following features: (i) support of threads/processes, (ii) a lightweight process model, (iii) efficient inter-process communication (IPC), (iv) a lean common hardware abstraction, and (v) a memory foot-print suitable for IoT devices. Assumptions (i)-(iii) allow for a modular network stack that is split over multiple processes without a significant overhead through administrative data structures. Assumption (iv) enables the network stack to be independent from specific IoT hardware platforms and network devices. An operating system such as RIOT [6] implements these basic system assumptions.
It is worth noting that the BSD 4.4 network stack [11] and its successors in Unix and Linux systems [34] followed fundamentally different design directives, focusing predominantly on throughput as apparent from the way buffers are designed. During decades of development this led to drastically increased system resources and worked in a direction opposite to low-end IoT devices. Hence, we had to reconsider basic principles and to draw a design from scratch.
We will now present a first reality check and then discuss design choices of previous work for implementing specific features. 
A First Glimpse into the Small World
A typical IoT use case is displayed in Figure 1 . It consists of sensors attached to elements in the field -a tractor and a cow -as well as a data collection and aggregation system. Embedded nodes are deployed as both, the wireless field sensors and the data collectors. The latter may be connected to some (wired) infrastructure. As shown in Figure 1 , the sample deployment consists of two RIOT sensors, one equipped with LoRa and one with 802.15.4 LoWPAN wireless interface, as well as one RIOT router providing both radio links and a wired Ethernet uplink. In a lab experiment, we demonstrate this with both sensor nodes running continuous packet streams of single sensor values, and a RIOT border router which forwards data upstream. All nodes are very constrained iotlab-m3 boards (ARM Cortex M3, 32-bits, 72 Mhz, 64kB RAM).
This sample deployment operates very reliably at a rate up to 5 packets per second (packet loss ≪ 1 %) per sensor. When increasing the data rate to 10 packets per second or beyond, the LoRa link turns into a noisy service of quickly increasing packet loss. This is due to its inability of transmitting data at the requested rates. On the contrary, the 802.15.4 LowPAN layer continues stable operations and so does the RIOT networking and forwarding system. We can thus conclude that the networking subsystem introduced in this paper can successfully serve the needs the IoT target scenarios in the presence of transmission layers characteristic for highly constrained environments.
For the next reality, check we want to shed light on the performance of our full-featured network stack following a cleanly layered design in comparison to other prominent, but cross-layer optimized solutions.
For this, we chose ultra-constrained devices, the Zolertia Z1 nodes (msp430 16-bit MCU, 16 MHz, 92 KB Flash, 8 KB RAM, onboard 2,4 GHz 802.15.4 radio TI cc2420) that have joint support of the two pioneering embedded operating systems Contiki and TinyOS, as well as RIOT. Each OS is deployed with its native stack-GNRC for RIOT as contributed in this work. We implemented a simple test application that periodically transmits a UDP packet of 20 Bytes payload and measured the transmission times over the air, differentiating with respect to stack and driver processing times Results for a single packet transmission are displayed in Figure  2 and clearly encourage. Even though of quite distinct design, all stacks perform on the same scale with fluctuating diversity. While RIOT is a bit slower in stack and driver processing, the actual transmission over IoT radios stands out as the dominating part. Even the large fluctuations in wireless transmissions could compensate for the overheads obtained from software complexity.
While we will argue along the lines of this article that the RIOT networking subsystem follows a strictly modular design with useful, high-level abstractions, we can proceed in the understanding that this does not sacrifice performance in the small world of IoT devices.
Required Functionalities in the IoT
Support for Multiple Network Interfaces. Currently, only some stacks [7, 8, 12, 24] support multiple network interfaces in parallel. To reduce memory overhead, most implementations [14, 19, 23, 33] are based on a single scalar data structure instead of an array or linked-list. This design choice limits application scenarios. It may allow for border router scenarios using serial line protocols (SLIP, PPP) to bridge 802.15.4 and Ethernet, such as in BLIP, uIP, and Rime, but will not allow for fully flexible IoT devices. We show thatif designed carefully-the overhead of multi-interface support is negligible compared to single interface support, even on constrained devices. Parallel Data Handling. Some embedded network stacks achieve their small memory footprint by reducing their functionality to the point where they are only able to handle a single network packet at a time. While this might be reasonable in some use cases, this is unrealistic in general. Using reactive protocols is common, in particular for dynamic neighbor discovery. Thus, the network stack must be able to buffer multiple packets, usually implemented by advanced data structures.
uIP and Rime use a single byte array that only stores a single packet, inherently preventing parallel data handling. Arrays of arrays or ring buffers of data pointers allow buffering of multiple packets, such as in OpenWSN, Mantis OS, and CiAO/IP. However, those data structures store packet data sequentially and thus conflict with dynamic parsing of headers.
More appealing are abstract data structures where a packet is dynamically stored in a pre-allocated memory region, a so called arena [20] . Implementations of an arena organize packet data either using fixed or variable sized chunks. lwIP uses an arena with fixedsized chunks, leading to waste of memory. BLIP and our proposal optimize memory consumption by choosing chunk sizes according to packet lengths. Horizontal and Vertical Modularity. The network stack consists of horizontal and vertical building blocks to implement functionality across or at the same layer. A modular network stack architecture was studied in [16] to avoid code duplication and allow run-time sharing of multiple network protocols. Their architecture, however, only focuses on the network layer and does not allow for horizontal exchange of building blocks. The heterogeneous application scenarios of IoT devices require that these building blocks can be arbitrarily combined to a complete network stack. Very early work on the x-Kernel [24] provides a common API for protocol composition. Loosely Coupled Components. Many IoT network devices provide their own network stack in addition to software implementations, as well as multiple network stacks may run in parallel on the operating system to dynamically adapt to the deployment environment. To load protocol functionalities at run time, the network subsystem should loosely combine different building blocks. All current stacks do not support such feature, either because of data sharing via inflexible callbacks or restricted APIs. Clear and Consistent APIs. In particular in the IoT, clean API design is important, as a plethora of technologies exists. All related network stacks bind names and signatures of functions to technologies. This makes code technology-dependent, complicates code refactoring, and conflicts with code ergonomics [21] . Our network subsystem implements a key-value-based approach (netapi_ dispatch_send(nettype_t,ctx_t,pktsnip_t*)) that is consistent across all layers. Comparative Summary of Related Work. We summarize our observations in Table 1 . It is worth noting that our comparative analysis of related work is not only based on surveying papers. Where possible, we also reviewed public code bases to complement open details. Furthermore, we focus on running the network stacks on constrained IoT hardware, not primarily on border routers. Consequently, we only indicate support if the corresponding design choice and implementation provides full support of the feature, i.e., horizontal and vertical modularity, as well as multi-network interfaces for more than two devices.
Our proposed networking subsystem enables our default stack to implement all features. In the next sections, we show how we achieve this by levering modern system concepts without sacrificing performance on embedded devices. 
Design Objectives
The RIOT networking subsystem shall follow a modular architecture with clean interfaces for abstracting all layers. Our approach is to encapsulate between (i) a common hardware abstraction that serves as a unified ground for all network technologies and drivers, and (ii) a uniform application interface. Then, network stacks can be easily exchanged or may coexist, when associated with different interfaces. In addition, a design goal of our architecture is to provide a common abstraction of protocols that allows for recursive layering and in particular the insertion, exchange, and deletion of any protocol in a particular network stack. Interfaces shall be generic and rich enough to support emerging and future protocols beyond established Internet standards.
These high-level objectives must be implemented with resource frugality and remain compatible with related, highly optimized network stacks to meet the resource constraints of class 1 devices [10] . In particular, this has two implications. First, only small amounts of static memory may be used. Second, communication tasks between modules and layers must map to the highly efficient IPC of the RIOT kernel in an uncomplex way. It is worth noting that the RIOT kernel offers a message oriented IPC that allows not only for blocking and non-blocking, but also for synchronous and asynchronous communication.
Overall Architecture
The RIOT networking subsystem displays two interfaces to its externals (see Figure 3) : The application programming interface sock and the device driver API netdev. Internal to stacks, protocol layers interact via the unified interface netapi, thereby defining a recursive layering of a single concept that enables interaction between various building blocks: 6lo with MAC, IP with routing protocols, transport layers with application protocols, etc. This grants enhanced flexibility for network devices that come with stacks integrated at different levels, and provides other advantages as outlined below.
3.2.1
The Device Driver API: netdev. RIOT networking abstracts individual devices via netdev that allows stacks to access network interfaces in a common, portable way. Unlike common solutions in Linux or other IoT operating systems (e.g., Zephyr, FreeRTOS, Contiki), netdev remains fully neutral with respect to the link layer and the network technology. It exchanges full frames including link layer headers in a buffer provided by the calling stack. The interface does not enforce implementation details concerning memory allocation, data flattening, and threading, but leaves these decisions explicitly to the user of the interface. With only 6 function pointers, netdev keeps a very low memory profile.
The netdev interface decomposes into three functional parts: handling of (i) network data, (ii) configuration and initialization, and (iii) events. The combination of these three aspects make the interface complete with respect to network device functionality and allow for full control of these devices. more compact device drivers and sharing of code between multiple drivers. The send function is asynchronous and returns as soon as the data has been passed to the network device (e.g., its internal buffer). For synchronizing on actual transmission the driver can be configured to trigger corresponding TX_STARTED or TX_COMPLETE events as described below.
For most link layer technologies, receiving data is an asynchronous operation. The netdev interface reflects this by splitting the receiving process into two parts, first reacting to RX related events triggered by the network driver, and second reading the actual data from the device. After a RX_COMPLETE event, the data is available at the network device for the recv function. recv offers three different operations: (i) getting the size of the incoming data (ii) reading the incoming packet into a given buffer, dropping the packet afterwards, or (iii) dropping the incoming data without reading it. In addition to incoming network data, the recv functions allows to pass a generic data pointer with additional device or link layer specifics such as LQI or RSSI values for wireless devices.
(ii) Configuration and initialization. The challenge for configuring network devices is the variety of available options, depending not only on the underlying link layer technology, but also on the specific device model and vendor. netdev resolves this by providing generic get and set functions that read and write all available options, such as link layer addresses, radio channels, or device control state. netopt, a global key-value (meta-)store of options is maintained and extended as needed, each option documenting the type and length of data, as well as the byte order it expects. It is then up to a device driver to service a given option, or simply return an error code otherwise.
Device initialization in netdev is invoked via the init function. init was chosen to be part of netdev, as this gives the network stacks full control over the timing of the initialization, preventing incoming network data or device events to interfer with the setup and initialization of the network stack itself. (iii) Event handling. Events triggered by network devices fall into four categories: RX, TX, link, or system related. Correspondingly, four complete sets of event groups are available with netdev. As not every event fits to every network device, it is up to the device drivers to select the events it supports. While almost all network device drivers support RX_COMPLTE to signal data reception to the upper layer, only a subset of network devices support particular events such as link layer state changes. netdev foresees the dynamical enabling and disabling of events during runtime, allowing the upper layer to decide which events it is interested in.
Events in RIOT are handled by the interrupt service routine (ISR). In case of an event from a network device, we need to quickly switch out of the ISR to preserve the real-time capabilities of RIOT. For this reason, netdev allows to register an external event callback which can then switch to a thread context. Using the isr() function from the thread context, it is able to continue communication with the driver about the event.
3.2.2 The Internal Protocol Interface: netapi. The RIOT network architecture defines typed message passing between network layers or compound modules with the help of netapi. It was designed to be as simple and versatile as possible, so that even rather exotic network protocols can be implemented against it. Our intention was also to be conveniently modular to make it both easily extensible and testable.
netapi supplies two asynchronous message types (MSG_TYPE_SND, MSG_TYPE_RCV) for packet data communication, and two synchronous message types that expect a reply in form of a MSG_TYPE_ACK typed message. The synchronous message types access netopt, the key-value (meta-)store already in use by netdev. The reply message must indicate when an option is not supported. The synchronized message types are:
• MSG_TYPE_GET requests an option value from a module, while the MSG_TYPE_ACK replies either the length of the option value or a negative return to report an error or that the module is not supporting the requested option.
• MSG_TYPE_SET performs analogous setter operations with a corresponding MSG_TYPE_ACK in return.
There is no further semantic inherent to messages of the netapi, but protocols can require certain preconditions on packets or option values handed to netapi and implement behavior that goes beyond these plain specifications. This meta-design allows for versatile, yet transparent applications.
3.2.3
The User Programming API: sock. POSIX sockets are the typical south-bound interfaces to communicate with a network stack. However, POSIX sockets were not made for constrained hardware. They require complex and memory-consuming implementations. In contrast, sock is a collection of high-level network access APIs designed to match the constraints: (i) static memory only, (ii) highly portable, (iii) lean and user-friendly.
Currently supported are sock_ip for raw IP traffic, sock_tcp for TCP traffic, and sock_udp for UDP traffic. Each API can be selected individually by a programmer, thus slimming applications down that only need a part of all. To prevent the need for dynamic memory lwIP [12, 17] Embedded IoT stack that uses an internal IPC API that builds upon centralized message boxes to let both the network device and the application communicate with the central network thread Supporting IPv4, IPv6, 6LoWPAN, TCP, UDP, multiple interfaces emb6 [22] Fork of uIP [13] , uses a sleep-and-poll scheme on event queues, runs in a single thread Supporting UDP, IPv6, 6LoWPAN, (TCP) OpenWSN [1] Reference implementation of TSCH MAC [27, 35] , scheduler replaced by RIOT scheduler Supporting 6TiSCH network stack CCN-lite [3] Information-centric networking stack with very small core (≈ 1,000 lines of C code). It uses the GNRC netapi and can be operated on top of any layer that provides a netapi interface Supporting Information-centric networking NDN-RIOT [30] Optimized port of the Named Data Networking stack. It is built as a single thread on top of netdev and uses the internal IPC API to communicate with applications. Supporting Information-centric networking Table 2 : Core characteristics of other network stacks supported in RIOT via the RIOT package and networking system. allocation, the state variable for an end point is always provided via its function call. Portability is ensured by using only common types and definitions either from libc or POSIX. Applications are thus easy to port between RIOT and other OSes by wrapping sock around the network API of the target OS, e.g., POSIX sockets. The GNRC network stack described in the following section implements all three interfaces, sock_ip, sock_udp, and sock_tcp.
GNRC AND 3RD PARTY STACKS
As default network stack in RIOT, we introduce the Generic Network Stack (GNRC). It encapsulates each protocol in its own thread and by following the modular, recursive layering of the RIOT architecture (see Figure 3 , GNRC makes hot-plugging of a network module possible. As such, it resembles UNIX STREAMS [29] since it allows chaining of multiple modules by a common API. But while STREAMS uses input and output queues to exchange messages between the modules, GNRC utilizes the thread-targeted IPC of RIOT with a message queue in each thread. The message format is defined by the netapi. netreg. Between modules, the processing chain of a packet is guided by a registry called netreg. netreg is a simple lookup table that maps the type ID of a protocol to a list of PIDs. An active thread can look up its succeeding thread(s) using the packet type. Modules that are interested in a certain type register with a demultiplexing context like a port in UDP. If a thread wants to send a message to a certain UDP port, it looks up the protocol type in the netreg and then searches for the demultiplexing context, e.g., the requested port in UDP. Every PID in the registry that meets both of these parameters, will be a target for the message, e.g., containing the UDP packet with this port. Packet Buffer. GNRC uses a flexible central packet buffer pktbuf to store packet components during stack traversal. pktbuf handles chunks of variable length and uses this to operate on fractions of packets that are called "snips". Snips are usually used to differentiate between different headers and the payload. They can be re-used within the buffer, thus allowing for de-duplication of (mainly) header space. This flexible storage saves GNRC from internal copying of data, provides efficient and structured access to protocol information, and is of particular convenience for complex protocol functions like fragmentation and retransmission. It is noteworthy that the short lifetime of packets in the buffer and its even distribution of header sizes makes external fragmentation unlikely, which we empirically confirmed.
For thread-safety, a packet snip keeps track of threads using it via a reference counter. If a thread wants to write to the packet buffer and the reference counter is larger than one, the packet snip and all its descendants are duplicated in a copy-on-write style. To keep duplication minimal, only snips reachable from the current head are copied, assigning a tree structure to a packet in the packet buffer. For this reason, the order of packet snips in reception is reversed-starting with the payload, ending with the header of the lowermost layer-while a packet in transmission is stored in forward order.
The advantages of storing packet snips in this central buffer are
• saving memory by keeping the length of the packet dynamically allocated instead of using fixed-sized chunks that might not be used to their full size • avoiding duplication along the stack, since every protocol implementation (including TCP) is able to use the snips instead of keeping its own buffer.
• handling multiple packets as one, as the number of packets is not directly linked to the size of the buffer.
Other Stacks. Several third-party network stacks have been ported and integrated into the RIOT architecture. Some are well-known IP stacks from Wireless Sensor Nets, some are early developments of future networking technologies. We give a comprehensive overview in Table 2 .
EVALUATION
We now evaluate the performance of RIOT networking and quantify the cost of each component in detail. The modular RIOT architecture in general, but in particular its cleanly layered, multithreaded generic network stack GNRC introduce some overhead. We want to answer questions about its general feasibility and overall communication performance. We will also contrast the efforts taken at each individual layer with its merits, and evaluate the price to pay for user friendly POSIX interfaces. To quantify all this in detail, we conduct micro-brenchmarks and examine the metrics throughput, goodput, packet processing rates, processing times per packet, as well as the consumptions of memory and energy. Unless noted otherwise, all measurements were performed on the iotlab-m3 node as described in the previous section. After evaluating the GNRC stack performance in detail, we draw comparisons to other stacks from the IP family, as well as from Information-centric Networking (ICN). By integrating popular network stacks into RIOT, we demonstrate (i) the flexibility of our networking architecture, and (ii) create identical environments for the different network softwares. This exhaustive performance examination is completed by comparative host-to-host measurements between RIOT and Contiki.
Benchmarking Software Layers
Our first goal is to empirically measure the different layers of the RIOT networking software. For this, we employ a simple network testing program that transmits and receives packets down and up the network stack, using (i) the IP loopback and (ii) a minimal packet reflector that serves as loopback on layer 2. Note that this evaluation does not include device drivers. By issuing packets at the different end points, i.e., the different APIs for UDP and raw IP packet generation, we are able to quantify efforts of the stack traversal for all dedicated layers of the network stack. Goodput. The effective data throughput of an UDP application is displayed in Figure 4 . Results show clearly divergent performance for the IP loopback and the L2 virtual reflector device, which is mainly the result of the 6LoWPAN fragmentation. Fragmentation is clearly visible in the step function of the reflector curve. This means that-independent of the physical network interface-the RIOT network stack is able to serve (unidirectional) communication of 10 Mbit/s on the IPv6 layer, whereas 6LoWPAN packet fragmentation reduces the throughput to about a few Mbit/s. Correspondingly, a low-end RIOT node is well able to participate in an 802.11a/b base network at full speed, while it also proves feasible to serve a LoWPAN of tiny MTU up to transmissions in the range of Mbit/s. Comparisons of the different user APIs show little effect (< 3%). Processing Overhead per Software Layer. Processing efforts of the network software are further differentiated in Figure 5(a) . Splitting a 1,000 Bytes packet into 11 fragments or reassembling it requires about 800 µs by the 6Lo layer, while IPv6 and UDP require only about 200 µs and 50 µs respectively. It is noteworthy that the complexity of IP strongly depends on the direction of software layers. For outgoing packets, IP has to perform next hop determination (including FIB lookup and neighbor cache management), while incoming packets are simply demultiplexed towards upper layers. Our measurements of symmetric stack traversal do not distinguish, but average over directions. The remaining efforts at the UDP layer basically concern checksum calculations and verifications respectively.
These results lead to largely varying packet processing rates of the different software layers (see Figure 5(b) ). While UDP can handle almost 10,000 packets of 1,000 Bytes per second, 6Lo operates one order of magnitude slower. Nevertheless, all results are clearly in line with the underlying protocol complexity, and the smooth measurement curves reflect the absence of disturbing implementation artifacts. Upscaling: RIOT versus Linux. Judging on network software, a relevant question arises about the scalability of the stack. Since the performance discussed so far was mainly limited by the lowend iotlab-m3 system, we extend our measurements to a current desktop PC (Intel i5-3570, 3.4 GHz), deploying RIOT native. RIOT native runs the same RIOT code base virtualized as a Linux process on this machine, which operates at a 50 times faster clock speed. Due to large memory caches, enhanced buses etc. on the PC, we expect software to perform more than 50 times faster on this host.
Results for packet processing times of the RIOT IoT node, RIOT native, and of the native Linux IP stack are compared in Figure 6 . Measurements for RIOT native show a base overhead in the order of 10 µs which can be attributed to the emulation environment. Network processing times grow on a scale of 3 µs (13-16 µs)-in contrast to 700 µs on the iotlab-m3 board. As expected, these values indicate a relative speed-up in the order of 100, when emulation overhead is disregarded. Comparing RIOT native emulation with the native Linux UDP/IP stack, the overall performance gap is a factor of six. While Linux can process more than 500,000 packets per second, RIOT native almost reaches 100,000-we consider this excellently scalable. Memory. Next we evaluate memory consumption of the GNRC stack components. Table 3 displays usages of ROM and RAM for our test applications that include selected parts of the network stack. We compare the allocated resources of a simple UDP communicator using the network stack (including its universal packet buffer) to speak down to the Layer 3, down to 6Lo, and via the 802.15.4 device driver.
In these lean, real-world experiments we find values from the generic range derived in Section 2. This shows that the RIOT network architecture with its re-usable buffer and recursively layered stack closely complies to real-world applications. Additionally, we quantify the overhead of the POSIX API to be rather small (∼ 3%). Energy. Our final microbenchmark of the software stack examines energy consumption. The iotlab-m3 board runs at about 90 mW without staged power saving modes. Hence our results in Figure 7 directly correspond to processing times. 
Measuring the Full Stack with Radio
Next we want to explore the full stack in wireless operation, which includes the Atmel AT86RF231 transceiver with its driver. We move to an EMC (electromagnetic compatibility) cleanroom to prevent unwanted interferences from neighboring radio sources. We transfer UDP packets at maximum speed from and to the RIOT test system by using a Raspberry PI peer (with AT86RF233 Transceiver)-this counterpart serves the purpose of fully adapting its predominant resources to the IoT board while enforcing network compatibility at the same time.
Sender Goodput. Results remain below two third of the theoretical capacity, which however is due to the MAC layer coordination by CSMA and acknowledgements of frames. Actual throughput nicely approaches its limits after these MAC layer functions have been disabled (see the dotted line in Figure 8(a) ). These results indicate that the RIOT stack serves the interface driver at full speed. This is consistent with measurements of the plain software stack (see Figure 4) which yield a processing throughput about 50 times higher than 802.15.4 speed. To confirm, we also compare with the transmission of the PI-finding even slightly lower throughput. Receiver Goodput. The performance of the RIOT receiver accurately mirrors the transmission capacities as displayed in Figure 8(b) . These results clearly reflect that the overall network throughput is determined by the 802.15.4 network access, while the RIOT network software does not slow down communication anywhere. It is worth noting that receiver measurements admit exceptionally low error bars, which is due to the clean EMC environment. Side channel interferences may be large in the wild, and real-world throughput varies on a more pronounced scale. Energy. The overall energy consumption which includes packet processing and radio transmission/reception is displayed in Figure 9 . Results exceed measurements of the pure stack by a factor of 30-plainly due to wireless transmission. With ≈ 45 mW , the Atmel transceiver accounts for about half the power of the system, and wireless transmission was seen ≈ 50 times slower than the pure stack.
Comparing GNRC with Other Stacks
5.3.1 Embedded IP Stacks. In the following performance evaluation of our stack, we compare GNRC with the other IoT IP stacks introduced in Section 4 that have been ported to RIOT, namely lwIP, emb6 (w/o RPL). Comparisons are drawn to the corresponding GNRC version (w/o RPL). Buffer configurations of all stacks were chosen to fit one full IPv6 packet including 6LoWPAN fragmentation meta data. All measurements continue to be performed on the iotlab-m3 hardware. Memory. We compare ROM and RAM sizes of the stacks in Figure  10 . Clearly GNRC admits the largest code size, exceeding emb6 and lwIP by 3-4 kB only, though. Given that the mature implementations of lwIP and emb6 meet the very young code of GNRC, this comes at little surprise. Code optimisations can be expected in the future, in particular to decrease the sizes of IPv6 and 6LoWPAN which are dominant in all implementations.
RAM consumption of GNRC remains low (∼ 6kB) slightly exceeding lwIP by fewer than 100 Bytes. GNRC takes advantage of its central, universal packet buffer for variably-sized chunks. All other stacks consume significantly larger auxiliary data storage, lwIP by its use of fixed size chunks tailored to maximal needs. It is noteworthy that the GNRC measurements subsume the full API abstractions netdev and netapi which are not part of the competing stacks. Processing Times. The relative runtime performance of the stacks with respect to its matching GNRC version is depicted in Figure 11 . Traversal times for the emb6 stacks are significantly slower than GNRC (∼ 20 − 40 %) except for tinygrams. This is likely caused by slow packet queues for fragment processing. The receiver performance of lwIP is comparable to GNRC. Peaks appear because fragment processing is not done for optimal payload sizes-a known issue in lwIP. IwIP uses an mbox-based IPC messaging that is currently much slower than the thread-targeted IPC in RIOT, but GNRC on the other hand uses multiple IPC calls between its layers. It is still faster than the purely function-, but also sleep-cycle based emb6. However, lwIP outperforms GNRC for packet transmission by up to 40 %. This superior sender performance is the result of an effective thread blocking by the sending task. lwIP fragments and sends a datagram in one go without yielding the processor, thereby paying the fast transmission with a complete block of the reception. Energy. We now take a closer look at the total energy required for communication using different IP stacks. Figure 12 nodes after 100 packets of 20 Bytes were transmitted at a rate of one packet per second. GNRC, lwIP, and emb6 were all run on RIOT and essentially require the same resources. Correspondingly, a RIOT node in the FIT IoT testbed spends about 140 mJ per packet when communicating periodically at this rate. Such a scenario of regular workload is largely shaped by the OS resource scheduling including sleep cycling. As part of Contiki, uIP consumes about 20 % more energy, which indicates that Contiki manages the identical hardware components in a less efficient manner. Radio Transmission: RIOT versus Contiki. For the last examination of IP communication, we take an overall look at the node-to-node packet transmission times between RIOT (GNRC) and Contiki (uIP) systems. We probe with packets of 20 and 40 Bytes UDP payload to exclude fragmentation. Figure 13 displays the overall travel times of packets from the sending to the receiving application with differentiation of the sending and receiving stacks, drivers, and the actual transmission by the underlying hardware. Strikingly we find the RIOT results exceeding the Contiki values by about 20 % at very large fluctuations (see error bars). However, stack and driver processing are only slightly enhanced on RIOT, which is consistent with previous analyses. The dominating difference is generated by the hardware transmission due to a less optimized utilization of the SPI and radio buffers. Hardware utilization is also the source of the large errors. As a young OS, RIOT has still many potentials optimizing hardware support and adaptation in future work. Finally, we take a somehow orthogonal perspective when looking at the performance of an Informationcentric Network stack for future Internet communication. ICN follows a different, content-centric networking paradigm and operates in a request-response mode [4] . A request is named Interest and carries the name of a content chunk of arbitrary length. As a consequence, the system has higher processing overheads from parsing and comparing these names, but the stack has fewer layers and requires less context switches than IP. It is worth noting that the asynchronous inter-layer-communication of the RIOT networking architecture is of particular advantage to ICN. This name-based networking can apply different strategy layers for different name prefixes, which easily maps to asynchronous IPC. In the following, we analyze a common ICN stack, CCN-lite, which is available as a module, due to the clean RIOT networking subsystem. Memory. In Figure 14 , we compare ROM and RAM of CCN-lite with the GNRC IP stack in compatible configurations. The lower diversity and complexity of ICN protocol operations above the MAC layer is clearly visible in code size and main memory. The full-featured ICN stack consumes only 4 kB RAM, which makes this approach clearly attractive for the embedded world. Processing Times. The processing performance of CCN-lite was measured in closest correspondence to the previous experiments on IP, but needs differentiation w.r.t. name lengths. At the sender, we measured the time between an application creating the Interest and the driver receiving the full packet for transmission. At the receiver side our measurement interval includes creating a PIT entry with Receiving Chunks IPC overhead Figure 15 : Processing time per request of the CCN stack face to the application, matching a content chunk, and piping this chunk into the RX queue of the driver. Lengths of contents names were incremented up until the maximum packet size. Note that chunks carry payload, why the maximum length at the receiver is shorter. Chunk sizes are adjusted to the MTU, since ICN does not fragment. Figure 15 depicts our results for request processing times. IPC overheads are separately displayed but negligible. The CCN stack operations are significantly more costly in terms of CPU than our IP stack, cf. Figure 5(a) . Even for very short names, CCN-lite consumes more than twice as many CPU cycles than GNRC, which is a clear downside for today's IoT. However, future developments are expected to contribute efficient header compression and further optimizations that will call for re-evaluations and re-consideration.
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have introduced and analyzed the RIOT networking subsystem, a modern open source contribution for the IoT, designed and implemented from scratch. We demonstrated that concepts of a cleanly layered, modular stack-so far only known from full-fledged operating systems-in fact do fit tiny devices.
Leveraging clean and proper interfaces, efficient data structures, and the efficient IPC of the RIOT kernel, we showed that such an approach enhances implementation portability and flexibility, but also maintainability over time. Our thorough, comparative evaluations of various metrics for several network stacks and their micro-components show that these gains were not at the expense of performance.
In the future, we will work on the integration of additional upcoming standards (e.g., IP over lpWAN). We will also work on leveraging multi-interface support in our stack to enable adaptive multi-path forwarding. To increase robustness and faster data delivery even further, we will explore in-network caching in more detail.
